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ANN SACKS EXPANDS ITS SAVOY DIMENSIONAL PORCELAIN TILES
PORTLAND, Ore. (September 19, 2016) – ANN SACKS, a premier manufacturer and
distributor of tile, stone and plumbing products, has expanded its Savoy collection. Its
flexible nature and modest price, featuring compelling, unique Japanese glazes, has made
Savoy one of the most successful collections at ANN SACKS. With its 21 percent recycled
content, it also builds upon the company’s increasing eco-friendly tile and stone categories.
The latest design to join this impressive collection is Anna Bevel. Beginning with
classic 3”x3” and 3”x6” tiles, the beveled edges are then pinched creating an intriguing
visual presentation when laid up. The porcelain is dry pressed and very dense, its surface
when fired, allowing the glaze to break over the edges producing variance of shade and
remarkable depth. Anna Bevel is available in the Savoy
colors of Chalk, Cottonwood, Paperwhite, Ricepaper,
Bronze, Cornflower Blue and Graphite.
Although primarily developed for indoor
applications, the porcelain based tiles can be used for
exterior wall applications. Its comprehensive selection
and pricing also make it a smart choice for walls and
ceilings.
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About ANN SACKS
Founded in 1981, ANN SACKS has built its reputation with inspiring designs in tile,
stone, plumbing, lighting and accessories. Based in Portland, Ore., the company is a division
of the Kohler Co. Interiors Group, a wholly owned subsidiary of Kohler Co. Ann Sacks Tile
and Stone, Inc., along with Kallista plumbing and Robern mirrored cabinetry and vanities
are part of the Kohler Interiors Decorative Products sector.
Founded in 1873 and headquartered in Kohler, Wis., Kohler Co. is one of America’s
oldest and largest privately held companies. Kohler is a global leader in the manufacture of
kitchen and bath products, engines and power generation systems, cabinetry, tile and home
interiors, and international host to award-winning hospitality and world-class golf
destinations.
For additional information regarding Savoy or other ANN SACKS products,
consumers can call toll-free 1-800-278-TILE or visit the ANN SACKS website at
www.annsacks.com.
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